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less than you would expect for a gun of this weight
and caliber. Worth noting is that no one com-
plained of the gun having an uncomfortable edge
on the grip, trigger or trigger guard. Once again,
the safety was the exception for a few, with one
person complaining that it was a little sharp. The
face of the trigger is comfortably smooth, as is the
trigger pull. Double action is 9-1/2 pounds. Single
action is typical service pistol. That is to say that
there is some take up, a 4-1/2-pound break and a
small amount of overtravel. Cycling the slide on
the Storm is noticeably more precise than any
other polymer gun I’ve handled. The quality feels
similar to an HK USP, but more precise, more sub-
stantial, more solid.

Reliable
Though its looks are distinctive, the mechani-

cals of this gun are more evolutionary than revo-
lutionary. Unless you like being a guinea pig,
that’s a good thing. An acquaintance of mine,
now deployed to Okinawa with 1st Special
Forces Group, once made the pithy statement
that guns that don’t work are bricks. In my book,
part of being “good” means it feeds and func-
tions all of the time. With 15 types of factory
ammunition and one handload, I had no mal-
functions except the “sand” test below. Six of the
loads were premium ammunition from Black
Hills, Federal and Hornady. All of these loads
shot well with the worst printing an exceptional
1-1/2” at 50 feet and the best 1-1/8” (Federal
124-grain Hydra-Shok P9HS1). The rotating bar-

rel locks up consistently and tight. The remaining
loads were “cheap” stuff – FMJ loads like CCI
Blazer Aluminum-cased ammunition. Again
worth repeating, everything fed for everybody.

The problem that our troops have had in Iraq
with sand in their handguns has bugged me. Being
a little bit dumber than most, I grabbed a five-gal-
lon bucket with two inches of Quikrete Premium
Play Sand (UPC 0 39645 11135 2) in the bottom
of it. One by one at the range I tumbled the Beretta
PX4 Storm, a Beretta 92FS, a Glock 17, an XD-45
and a Kimber Custom. None of the guns could
simply be picked up and fired. When I took the
Storm out, I shook the sand out of the gun and
magazine, racked the slide five or six times, insert-
ed the magazine and fired six rounds. After that I
had to remove the remaining rounds from the
magazine and reinsert them before they would
feed. With each shot sand was flying out of the
gun and hitting me in the face.

I’ve made an attempt to give you a “feel” for a
gun that you may not have been able to touch
yet. I think we are in the heyday of firearms.
There’s a greater variety of better-quality firearms
than ever before. Ergonomics, reliability, accura-
cy, durability and even relative cost are all
improving. With the PX4 Storm, Beretta has
introduced a competent entry into an extremely
competitive market. 

Mike’s booklet “Choosing Your First Handgun”
is a guide for first-time gun buyers. See it at
www.FirstHandgun.com. DP
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